
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of service desk team leader. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for service desk team leader

Provide leadership for the daily operations of the service desk and assigned
team’s performance including schedule adherence, operational metrics, and
individual performance metrics
Analyze team’s performance to identify problem areas, non-compliance to
team guidelines, and training opportunities on an individual basis including
regular coaching, one-on-one training, and performance improvement plans
Regularly review team’s ticket and call quality audits to ensure standards of
quality are met routinely
Act a liaison with customers to enhance their satisfaction by providing
guidance, assistance and follow-up to customer inquiries unresolved by
Associates
Actively participate in team training sessions for new hires, refresher training,
and new technology deployments
Collaborate with functional leads in the development and maintenance of
department processes, knowledge management, and quality assurance to
deliver solutions aimed at continuous improvement
Point of contact for escalations as needed for unresolved incidents or irate
callers
Lead post-critiques of incident and requests to look for ways to improve
customer satisfaction
Work closely with the aligned Business Technology teams to ensure continued

Example of Service Desk Team Leader Job
Description
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identification of new L1 resolvable issues, and improvements the overall
incident process
Grow general knowledge of IT and business systems , training junior analysts
in order to increase the ability to resolve issues on first contact

Qualifications for service desk team leader

Customer centricity and experience would be a plus
Demonstrate accounting knowledge and understanding
Another foreign language known at Intermediate level would be a plus
Good analytical skills and an ability to define the precise nature of customer
requirements, this will include meetings with various levels of management
seniority
General knowledge of Third party support agreement(s)
Full understanding of the business both DSC UK and DSC PL


